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Today

A project presentation by Prof. Melodie Weller from the School of 
Dentistry (a potential final project topic). Please contact the course 
instructor if your team is interested in the project; we will go through 
a selection process if there are more than one team. 
Visual mapping: glyphs, pixel-oriented, hierarchy-based, animation
Visual mapping perception evaluation
View transformation
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Visualization pipeline for HD data
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Dimension Reduction 
Linear Projection [23], [25], 

Nonlinear DR [26], [30],
Control Points Projection [34], [37]

Distance Metric [38, 39],
 Precision Measures [42], [44]
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Axis-Based
Scatterplot Matrix [70],
Parallel Coordinate [77],
Radial Layout [89], [90],

Hybrid Construction
[93], [94], [95], [96]

Illustrative Rendering
Illustrative PCP [128], 

Illuminated 3D Scatterplot [129],
PCP Transfer Function [130],

Magic Lens [132, 133]

Subspace Clustering
Dimension Space Exploration 

[47], [48], [49],
Subset of Dimension [51], [53],

Non-Axis-Parallel Subspace
[56], [57], [58]

Topological Data Analysis
Morse-Smale Complex

[166], [168], [169], [170],
Reeb Graph [174], [175], [181] 

Contour Tree [179, 180],
Topological Features [191], [192]

Regression Analysis
Optimization & 
Design Steering
[61], [62], [63],

Structural Summaries
[67], [68]

Glyphs
Per-Element Glyphs

[99], [100],
[101], [102],

Multi-Object Glyphs 
[103], [104], [105]

Pixel-Oriented
Jigsaw Map [109],

Pixel Bar Charts [108],
Circle Segment [107]

Value & Relation
Dispaly [110]

Hierarchy-Based
Dimension 

Hierarchy [113], 
Topology-Based 

Hierarchy [197], [198],
Others [115], [117]

Animation
GGob i[119],
TripAdvisorND

[52], 
Rolling the 
Dice [120]

Evaluation
Scatterplot Guideline

[122], [123]
Parallel Coordinates
Effectiveness [124],

Animation [127]

Continuous Visual Representation
Continuous Scatterplot [134], [135] 

Continuous Parallel Coordinates [136],
Splatterplots [138],

Splatting in Parallel Coordinates [136]

Accurate Color Blending
Hue-Preserving 
Blending [140],

Weaving vs. Blending
[141]

Image Space Metrics
Clutter Reduction

[142], [143],
Pargnostics [144],

Pixnostic [145]

[LiuMaljovecWang2017]



Visual mapping 
continued…



Glyphs



Glyphs: small graphical symbol
Using shape, color, opacity, size, location to encode high-dim info

[Chernoff1973]



Chernoff faces
One of the first attempts to map a high-dim data point to a single glyph
Mapping different facial features to a separate dimension
Each point in k-dimensional space (k<18) is represented by a cartoon of a face 
whose features, such as length of nose and curvature of mouth, correspond to 
components of the point.
People grow up studying and reacting to faces all of the time. Small and barely 
measurable differences are easily detected and evoke emotional reactions from 
a long catalogue buried in the memory. …human mind subconsciously operates 
as a high-speed computer, filtering out insignificant visual phenomena and 
focusing on the potentially important…It is this flexibility which is lacking in 
standard computer programs.

[Chernoff1973]



Chernoff faces

[Chernoff1973]



Why glyphs?

Enhancing the user's ability to detect and comprehend important 
phenomena.
Serving as a mnemonic device for remembering major conclusions
Communicating major conclusions to others.
Providing the facility for doing relatively accurate calculations 
informally.

Recent efforts: provide statistical and sensitivity information to 
present trends in data

[Chernoff1973]



By utilizing local linear regression to compute partial derivatives around 
sampled data points and representing the information in terms of glyph 
shape, sensitivity information can be encoded into scatterplots

Generalizing scatterplot 

[ChanCorreaMa2013]



Flow-based scatterplot

[ChanCorreaMa2010]

Points are augmented with derivatives

Computing the sensitivity of one variable w.r.t. the other
Sensitivity can be approximated by the partial derivative of one 
variable with respect to another.
Approximate the partial derivative for point (x0,y0) in a 
neighborhood of N points:



Icon-based visualization

[CaoGotzSun2011]



Pixel-Oriented 
Approaches



Pixel based visualization

Encode maximal amount of information (?)
Dense pixel displays
Encode data values as individual pixels and creating separate 
displays or subwindows for each dimension



Pixel bar charts
Use the pixels within the bars to present the detailed information of 
the data records.

[KeimHaoLadisch2001]



Pixel bar charts

[KeimHaoLadisch2001]
Regular bar chart



Treemap
Space-constrained vis of hierarchical structures

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/treemap/



Hierarchy-Based 
Approaches



Dimension hierarchies
Group similar clusters of dimensions together in a hierarchy
Key: using a similarity measure of dimensions

YangPengWard2003



Focus+context: hierarchical graphs

[KreuselerSchumann2002]



Animation



Rolling the Dice
Transition between any pair of scatterplots in a SPLOM
Connecting a series of 3D transitions between scatterplots

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1birsp9iYk



Other Examples

Dynamic projection, continuous linear projection such as GGobi etc.
TripAdvisor-ND



Perception Evaluation



Evaluation

Design goal of visual mapping: directly convey th information to the 
user through visual perception
Determining the effectiveness of the overall visualization
Some existing conclusions 



Evaluate scatterplots and DR

An empirical data study.
Two human coders manually inspected a broad set of 816 
scatterplots derived from 75 datasets, 4 DR techniques, and the 3 
scatterplot techniques. 
Each coder scored all color-coded classes in each scatterplot in 
terms of their separability from other classes.

[SedlmairMunznerTory2013]



Verifying cluster separation

[SedlmairMunznerTory2013]



Some Conclusions

[SedlmairMunznerTory2013]

2D scatterplots are often ‘good enough’, that is, neither SPLOM nor 
interactive 3D adds notably more cluster separability with the chosen 
DR technique. 
If 2D is not good enough, the most promising approach is to use an 
alternative DR technique in 2D. 
SPLOM occasionally adds additional value, and interactive 3D rarely 
helps but often hurts in terms of poorer class separation and 
usability.



Perception evaluation of DR

[EtemadpourMottaPaiva2015]



Perception evaluation of DR

[EtemadpourMottaPaiva2015]



Evaluating PCP

Evaluation of cluster identification 
performance for different PCP 
variants
Conclusion: A fair number of the 
seemingly valid improvements, with 
the exception of scatter plots 
embedded into PCPs, do not result 
in significant performance gains.

[HoltenWijk2010]



Thanks!
You can find me at: beiwang@sci.utah.edu

Any questions?

mailto:beiwang@sci.utah.edu?subject=


Vector Icons by Matthew Skiles

Presentation template designed by Slidesmash

Photographs by unsplash.com and pexels.com

CREDITS
Special thanks to all people who made and share 
these awesome resources for free:

https://dribbble.com/shots/1925069-Lynny-Icon-Set-Free
http://slidesmash.com/
https://www.pexels.com/
https://www.pexels.com/


Presentation Design
This presentation uses the following typographies and colors:

Colors  used

Free Fonts used:
http://www.1001fonts.com/oswald-font.html

https://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/open-sans

https://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/open-sans

